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Preliminary Itinerary for Bali February 2013 

(See Last page for Tours A-E Descriptions) 

 

15 February 2013  Check in at Airport 10:00 PM 

Friday   

 

16 February 2013  depart Vancouver 12:45 AM (after midnight 

Saturday   Friday night) 

 

17 February 2013  arrive Taipei @ 5:45 AM 

Sunday   depart Taipei @ 10:15 AM   

    Arrive Denpasar @ 3:15 PM 

    Transfer to the Hotel 

    Meet in the lobby for dinner @ 5:30 PM 

 

18 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Monday See the Lumina Preschool for hearing impaired children 

    Have lunch with the Rotary Club of Bali 

    Afternoon & Evening free or TBA 

 

19 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Tuesday   Full day tour - Beauty of Kintamani (Tour A) 

 

20 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Wednesday   1/2 day tour - Unforgettable Sunset (Tour B) 

    Evening free or TBA 

 

21 February 2013  After breakfast               

Thursday   A day to the project 

    Evening free time 

 

22 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Friday   Full day Tour – Eastern Bali Mystic (Tour C) 

 

23 February 2013  After breakfast 

Saturday   *plan a day with Rotary     

   

            

24 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Sunday   *plan a day with Rotary 

 

25 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Monday   Full day tour - Magic of Northern Bali (Tour D) 

         

26 February 2013  After breakfast,     

Tuesday   1/2 day Tour - Oleh Oleh (tour E) 

 



 

27 February 2013  After breakfast 

Wednesday   *visit the project and/or free day TBA 

 

28 February 2013  After breakfast, 

Thursday   TBA 

    Wind up dinner TBA 

 

01 March 2013  After breakfast, 

Friday   Free time  

    Transfer to the airport @ 1:00 PM 

    Flight departs @ 4:15 PM 

    Arrive Taipei @ 9:30 PM 

    Depart Taipei @ 11:55 PM 

    Arrive Vancouver 6:15 PM 

 

Hotel: 

5* 

Bali Hyatt 

based on min 20 pax 

$2399.00 

                     *********************************** 

 Includes      Not Included 

- air fare    -  items of personal nature 

- Hotel    -  alcohol beverages 

- Breakfast daily   -  airport taxes approx $350.00  

- 2 dinners   - Price based on double 

- 1 lunch  

- transfers    - Single supplement is   

     available on request 

 

 
 
Tour Descriptions: 

 

Tour A: The Beauty of Kintamani 

Bali is Famous for its traditional dances. One of them is the Barong & Kris Dance. 

Our first stop on this tour is to enjoy the skillful Balinese dancers before we 

continue on to visit talented woodcarver in Kemenuh Villages. The journey 

proceeds to Kintamani to view the beautiful Lake Batur and the active Mount 

Batur Volcano. Next, we head on to Tampaksiring, the “fountain of youth” and 

holy spring. 

 

Tour B: The Unforgettable Sunset 

This half day tour is almost a must for Bali Visitors. First we visit the principle 

temple of Mengwi. Taman Ayun built this temple in the early 17th century for the 

prince of Tabanan. It is surrounded by a large pool which signifies the ocean 

world. Further on, we give you the opportunity to watch the wild living monkeys 

in the holy monkey forest, Alas Kedaton. The forest mainly consists of nutmeg 

trees, a habitat for fruit bats and three big monkey families. Save some of your 

pictures for the magnificent sunset at the spectacular Tanah Lot Temple, built on 

the top of a rock in the Indian Ocean, just a few hundred metres from shore. 
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Tour C: The Eastern Bali Mystic    

First, stop at the famous Batik painting in the Batubulan villages. The eastern 

part of Bali is dominated by the presence of Mount Agung (3142 metres in 

elevation). This is Bali’s most sacred and highest volcano that last erupted in 

1963. Built on one of the volcano’s slopes, the Besakih temple complex is the 

pinnacle of sacred to the Balanese Hindu population, also called the “Mother 

Temple”. At Bukit Jambul, we will stop for a refreshing view over the valley, 

where you will have the opportunity for lunch (optional). On the route through 

the east of Bali, we take you to discover the traditional village of Penglipuran, 

where you will see a different social community structure and layout that dates 

back to the 16th century. On the way back, we will visit Kerta Gosa, or the “Hall 

of Justice” in Klungkung. 

*note that a sarong is compulsory at the Besakih Temple* 

 

Tour D: The magic of Northern Bali 

First, we will take you inland to the most scenic area of Puputan and Antosari. 

The morning light is ideal for taking pictures of the unique rice terraces. After 

passing through the florid fields where they also grow coffee, cacao, and many 

types of fruit, we will descend to the north coast. Lovina Beach, the quiet and 

black sandy beach will be our next stop. Here, we will have the opportunity for 

lunch (optional). After a break, we will continue the route winding up the 

mountain and experiencing magnificent views. Passing by Lake Buyan and 

Tamblingan will allow us to see the habitat for many birds, trees and flowers, 

unseen anywhere else on the island. We stop at Bedugul, to visit Lake Bratan 

with the floating temple of Ulun Danu, which is dedicated to the goddess of 

water. We will give you the opportunity to purchase local fare when we stop at 

the local flower and fruit market on the way back. 

 

Tour E: Oleh Oleh 

Bali is a shoppers’ paradise. This tour is specially designed to simplify your 

shopping experience. Look for some handcrafted souvenirs to bring home without 

any hassle about transport, price and quality. Batubulan Village is renowned for 

stone carvings. The most famous silver and gold artists are in Caluk Village. If 

you are looking for woodcarvings, you will want to have a closer look at the 

village of Mas, before we head on to Ubud, which is famous for its paintings. 

Finally, we invite you to see the famous Kecak & Fire Dance performed only in 

the evening.  

      


